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VEMORANDUM FOR THE RECORD
SUBJECT:

Comments on Ronald
KESSLER's
Article
"CIA Withheld
Details
of OSWALD Call"
which Appeared
in the
Washington
Post of 26 November
1976

Comments
paragraph.
1’.

are

keyed

to

the

article

by number

according

to

In late
September,
1963 -- eight
weeks
before
the assassination
of President
Kennedy -Lee Harvey Oswald telephoned
the Soviet
embassy
in Mexico
City and tried
to make a deal.

COMMENT:
While
CIA knew that
a man identifying
himself
as Lee OSWALD had been in touch with the Soviet
embassy on 1
October
1963, this
information
had no particular
significance
Jntil
22 November
1963.
At that
time an intensive
review
by the
Mexico
City Station
of voice
transcripts
on the basis
of the 1
October
intercept,
which had been reported
to Headquarters
and
disseminated
to the interested
members of the intelligence
comyunity
(as a former
Marine,
OSWALD was a Navy and FBI case,
and
potentially
of interest
to the Department
of State).
This turned
;p matches
based upon content
with materials
intercepted
on 27
and 28 September
1963.
These matches
were reported
to Headquarters
on 23 November
1963.
(MEXI 7023, 23 November
1963.)
Analysis
based upon
could
be recalled
by the monitor
ficant
element
because
of the
could
not be made because
the
-al practice,
had been erased

voice
comparison
(except
for what
-- and this
was not an‘insignipoor Russian
spoken
by OSWALD)
tapes,
in accordance
with the norand re-used.

There is no indication
in
Harvey
OSWALD telephoned
the Soviet
Tried
to make a deal".
2,

In
wanted

exchange
for. unspecified
a free trip
to Russia.

COMMENT:
files.

the transcripts
that
"Lee
embassy
in Mexico
City and

This

statement

is

information,

not

substantiated

he

by our
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This conversation
was intercepted
and recorded
by the Central
Intelligence
Agency at the
time.
But it was not then'turned
over to the
FBI, which has responsibility
for investigating
possible
spies,
and it was not later
turned
over
to the Warren Commission
during
its investigation
of the assassination.

COMMENT:
The information
regarding
the 1 October
1963
contact
with the Soviet
embassy -- received
in Headquarters
on
9 October
-- was disseminated
on 10 October
1963 to the Department
of State,
the Federal
Bureau of Investigation,
the Department
of
the Navy, and the Immigration
and Naturalization
Service.
(See
DIRECTOR 74673,
10 October
1963.)
The information
was passed to
the State,
FBI, Navy, and I&NS representatives
in Mexico
City.
(See DIRECTOR 74830,
10 October
1963)..
A copy of the 10 October
1963 dissemination
was made available
to the Warren Connnission
on
(S ee Memorandum
for J. Lee RANKIN,
dated 24 March
24 March 1964.
1964,
from Richard
HELMS, Deputy Director
for Plans;
subject:
CIA
Dissemination
of Information
on Lee Harvey OSWALD, dated 10 October
1963).
(NB:
On 16 October
1963, our Chief
of Station
sent a memorandum to the American
ambassador
on the subject
of Lee OSWALD's
The original
of this
memorandum
contact
with the Soviet.embassy.
was routed
to the ambassador,
the minister,
the counselor
for political
affairs,
the regional
security
officer.
A copy was sent to
the legal
attache,
naval
attache,
and the I&NS..)
COLEMAN, SLAWSON and WILLENS,
In April
1964, Messrs.
Staff
representatives
of the Warren Commission
visited
the U.S.
Embassy in Mexico
City.
Our station
indicated
that
the three
men
knew "all
about"
the telephone
conversations
OSWALD had.
According to the Memorandum
for the Record of 11 April
1964, the three
men "reviewed
the 'take'
from the telephone
tap operation
for the:,
days 27, 28 September
and 1 October
1963 when Lee OSWALD contacted
and visited
the Cuban and Soviet
embassies.
They made a 'schedule'
of OSWALD's activities
as far as possible
for these
days from this
source.
Note:
They were given
English
translations
of these
'takes'."
See :
a.
Memorandum
for J. Lee RANKIN,
dated
31
January
1964, from Richard
HELMS, Deputy
Director
for
Plans;
subject:
Information
Developed
by CIA on the
Activity
of Lee Harvey OSWALD in Mexico
City,
28
September
- 3 October
1963.
b.
Letter
to Richard
HELMS, Deputy
for Plans,
dated
10 February
1964,
from
RANKIN,
General
Counsel.

Director
J. Lee

.
.

.

’

,,.A---

.

C.
Memorandum
for J. Lee RANKIN,
dated
19
February
1964,
from Richard
HELMS, Deputy Director for Plans;
subject:
Information
Developed
by
CIA on the Activity
of Lee Harvey OSWALD in Mexico
City,
September
28 to October
3, 1964.)

4.

The

unanswered

question

is why not?

The existence
of the CIA telephone
intercept.
of Oswald's
conversation
in Mexico
City and the
contents
of the still-secret
transcript
have been
verified
by The Washington
Post.
The Post has
also verified
that
the CIA failed
to turn over the
complete
transcript
to either
the FBI or the Warren
Commission.
COMMENT:
50

See comments

in

Instead,
the CIA gave
1963, only a brief
report
contact
with
the Russians.

paragraph

3 above.

the FBI in October,
saying
Oswald had made

.

COMMENT:
The Agency disseminated
the information
on
OSWALD's contact
with
the Soviet
embassy on 1 October
to the Department
of State,
the Federal
Bureau of Investigation,
the Department
of the Navy, and the Immigration
and Naturalization
Service
on 10 October
1963.
(See DIRECTOR 74673,
10 October
1963.)
On 23 November
1963 the Agency disseminated
to the FBI the
transcripts
of the telephone
calls
made on 27, 28 September,
1
October,
and 3 October
1963.
(NB: The latter
call,
it was determined,
did not pertain
to OSWALD.)
(See CSCI-3/778,829
dated
26 November
1963.)
On 23 November
1963, the Agency disseminated
to the FBI information
relating
to OSWALD's contacts
with the
(See DIRECTOR 84915,
':Cuban and Soviet
embassies
in Mexico
City.
23 November
1963.)

60

It gave the Warren Commission
a transcript
of the taped
conversation
but for unexplained
reasons
failed
to include
in the transcript
Oswald's
offer
of information
and his suggestion
that
the Russians
would want to'pay
his way to
the Soviet
Union.
allegcid
COMMENT:
OSWALD's/offer
of information
and m
suggestion
that
the Russians
would want to pay his way to the Soviet
Union does
not appear
in Agency copies
of transcripts
of OSWALD's conversations
with the Cuban and Soviet
embassies.

3

-

.

7,

The Post has also determined
that
the CIA,
for unexplained
reasons,
told
the Warren Commission
that
it learned
of most of Oswald's
activities
in Mexico
City
only after
the assassination.
The fact
is, however,
that
the CIA
monitored
and tape-recorded
his conversation
with both the Russian
and Cuban embassies
in
Mexico
City
in the fall
of 1963, before
Kennedy's
death.

8

COMMENT:
OSWALD was in no sense "under
investigation"
(before
i2 November
1963).
None of the facts
of his defection
and stay in the USSR and return
to the United
States,
1959 - 1962,
were known to Mexico
Station
files
before
10 October
1963, when
the bare bones of his biography
were forwarded
by Headquarters
in,
response
to a station
cabled
report
of 8 October
1963 which forwarded,
on a routine
basis,
what appeared
to be a contact
by an
American
for a visa to Cuba in transit
to the USSR.
It should
be pointed
out that
the vojce
intercept
coverage
was not (and
normally
is not) processed
in "real
time".
The means of acquisition
and the volume of the information
precludes
anything
but
the spot reporting
of items judged
by the monitor
to be of more
than ordinary
interest
and, therefore,
noted in summary logs.
'
Full
texts
of selected
items
require
consultation
of the tape
and either
a full
transcription
or full
translation
or both.
One of the "triggers"
that normally
operates
to focus and accelerate more speedy review
and reporting
of this
kind of raw intelligence is the mention
of a name.
This was what occurred
in the
second of two conversations
on 1 October
with
the Soviet
Embassy,
during
which the speaker
said he was "Lee OSWALD".
It was this
information
reported
by the station
to Headquarters
in its first
indication
on OSWALD on 8 October
1963.
(MEXI 6453 (IN 360171,
9 October
1963 -- the station
cabled
the information
on-8 October';
Headquarters
received
it on 9 October
1963.)
_.
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Had, at any time,
or any other
communist
bloc
tion
and the suggestion
that
country)
might
want to pay
it would have triggered
an
station
-- First,
to identify
formation
to Headquarters;
graphic
surveillance.
8,

a person
telephoned
the Soviet
Embassy,
installation,
with an offer
of informathe Russians
(or another
communist
his (OSWALD'S)
way to the Soviet
Union,
immediate
reaction
by the monitor
and the
the speaker;
second,
to report
the inthird,
to step up technical
and photo-

It was the, CIA's
belief
that
the two embassies
were heavily
involved
in the spy business
and that,
specifically,
they were operational
bases for intelligence
activities
directed
at the United
States.

4
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So, with
the full
cooperation
of the
CIA wiretaps
were installed
can government,
telephone
lines
going
into
both embassies.
The
citizens

~. . .. .

CIA was especially
who made,contact

interested
with
the

Mexion

in U.S.
embassies.

Thus, when Oswald showed up in Mexico
City
in late
September
and telephoned
the Russian
embassy,
his conversation
was picked
up from the
A transcript
was made and circulated
wiretap.
in the CIA offices
in the American
embassy in
Mexico
City.
The station
chief
at that
time was the late
Winston
M. Scott,
who personally
reviewed
all
transcripts
emanating
from wiretaps
on Soviet
bloc installations.
The Oswald transcript,
translator
who worked with
of interest.
COMMENT:

90
next

"They
day,"

according
to a CIA
Scott,
aroused
a lot

No comment.
usually
picked
up the
"This
they
he said.

transcripts
wanted right

the
away."

What that
transcript
contained
is a matter
of
some dispute,
and the CIA says it routinely
destroyBut some
ed the tape before
the assassination.
people
who saw the transcript
or heard the tape before the assassination
recall
that Oswald was trying
to make a deal.
,i , ..-..--.

were

erased

COMMENT:
Tapes were
after
transcription

not "routinely
had been made

destroyed".
and re-used.

Tapes

Full
transcripts
of calls
made on 28 September
1963
and 1 October
1963 forwarded
to Headquarters
on 23 November
According
to cable,
Douglas
J. FEINGLASS
(P)
(see MEXI 7025).
There
is no mention
of omissions
from the
did transcripts.
transcript,
or that
OSWALD offered
information.........
10,
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One of them
CIA officer,
who
Retired
Intelligence
defender
of CIA
tioned
in Mexico
COMMENT:

is David A. Phillips,
a former
now heads the Association
of
Officers
and is a leading
activities.
Phillips
was staCity
at the time.

No comment.
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The transcript
revealed,
Phillips
that Oswald told
the Soviet
embassy:
information
you would be interested
know you can pay m$y way" to Russia.
COMMENT:

726

File

does

The stenographer
and the translator
recollections;

not

support

who typed
who prepared

this

"I
in,

recalled,
have
and I

statement.

up the transcript
it had similar

"He

said he had some information
to tell
the
typist
said
in
an
interview
in Mexico.
them,"
"His main concern
was getting
to one of the two
countries
(Russia
or Cuba) and he wanted them to
pay for it,
He said he had to meet them."
COMMENT:

130

Files

do not

support

this

statement.

The Warren
Comm ission
later
concluded
Russians
and Cubans were not much impressed
Oswald.
This
view is supported
by Sylvia
a Mexican
citizen
who worked in the Cuban
at the time of Oswald's
visit.
She talked
Oswald on Sept.
27, 1963, and recalls
the
in some detail.

the

In a joint
interview
in Mexico
City with
this
reporter
and Post special
correspondent
Marlise
Simons,
Duran said Oswald told
her that
he wanted
to travel
to Cuba and Russia
and displayed
documents to show he was a "friend"
of the Cuban revolution.
Among other
things,
he claimed
to be a
member of the American
Communist
Party.
Duran said
she informed
Oswald that
in order
to travel
to Russia
he would have to obtain
perOswald went off and remission
from the Soviets.
turned
later
in the day to inform
Duran that
he
had obtained
the necessary
permission.
Duran said
she called
the Soviet
embassy and was told
Oswald's
application
for a visa would take three
to four
months
to process.
Informed
of this,
Duran said
Oswald "got really
angry and red.
He was gesticulating."
Duran said she had to call
for help from
the Cuban consul
who got into
a shouting
match with
Oswald and told
him to get out.
Duran said she
never saw him again.

6

.

by
Duran,
_
embassy
to
meeting

.I

:

ported

. . :F,,

COMMENT:
The
by her interrogations
140

information
"given
by DURAN"
by Mexcian
authorities.

is

However,
Duran's
story
covered
only the
first
day of Oswald's
five-day
stay in Mexico
Oswald later
referred
in a letter
to
City.
"meetings"
he had in the Soviet
Embassy.

sup-

.

COMMENT:
"OSWALD later
referred
in a letter
to 'meetings'
ne had in the Soviet
Embassy.“
Although
KESSLER chooses
not to give Betails,
this
statement
is in reference
to a letter
OSWALD wrote on 9 N0vembe.r 1963 to the Consular
Division
of the
(Commission
Exhibit
No. 15, vol.
Soviet
Embassy in Washington.
XVI of the Hearings
before
the President's
Commission
on the ASsassination
of President
Kennedy.)
15
ings

How interested
the CIA was in Oswald's
with
the two embassies
is uncertain.

deal-

The translator
and typist
who handled
the
transcript
of the intercepted
conversation
recalled
that
the level
of interest
was high.
But the CIA's
own actions
lead to a different
conclusion.
The agency waited
until
Oct. 10, 1963, to
notify
the FBI of Oswald's
activities.
And
its teletyped
report
made no mention
of Oswald's
offer
of information
in exchange
for a free trip
to Russia
or of his attempts
to travel
to Cuba
"On October
1, 1963,"
the teletype
and Russia.
"a reliable
and sensitive
source
message
said,
in Mexico
reported
that
an American
male,
who
identified
himself
as Lee Oswald,
contacted
the
Soviet
Embassy in Mexico
City
inquiring
whether
the embassy
had received
any news concerning
a
telegram
which had been sent to Washington."
That was strictly
a routine
handling
of the
matter,
and similar
to the standard
reports
made
to the FBI at that
time on other
contacts
with
the communists
by American
citizens
in Mexico.
COMMENT:
160

No additional

comment.

Even after
Kennedy's
assassination,
the CIA
failed
to turn over to the Warren Commission
the
full
transcript
of the telephone
intercept
it
had made in Mexico
City.
Oswald's
offer
of information
to the Russians
in exchange
for passage

7

_.

was omitted
claimed
it
activities
assassination.
.‘:..

from the transcript,
did not know of most
in Mexico
City
until

and the CIA
of Oswald's
after
the

COMMENT:
"CIA claimed
it did not know of most of
OSWALD's activities
in Mexico
City
until
after
the assassination."
This is true;
however,
it should
be 'pointed
out that after
the
dissemination
on 10 October
of the 1 October
1963 contact
no requests
were received
from the recipients
of the report
for further
information
or follow-up
investigation.
Under the Delimitations
Agreement,
OSWALD, as a former
Marine,
was a Navy and FBI case
and potentially
of interest
to the Department
of State.
17,

The significance
of the CIA actions
is
The FBI in the fall
of
difficult
to assess.
1963 was already
showing
intermittent
interest
in Oswald and might
or might
not have intensified that
interest
if it had been told
of
Oswald's
conversations.
Whether
the new information
would have
affected
the Warren
Commission's
deliberations
is also an open question.
The commission investigated
the possibility
of a foreign
conspiracy
and concluded
there
was no evidence
to show Oswald acted on behalf
of a foreign
power.
Nevertheless,
there
is yet no explanation
for the CIA's
handling
of Oswald's
conversations.
The CIA today refuses
to comment,
saying
it would
not be appropriate
in the light
of an impending
investigation
by the House Select
Committee
on
Assassinations.
When asked if they could
explain
the agency's
actions,
some CIA officers
stationed
at the time
in Mexico
City said the CIA may have had a relationship
with Oswald that
it sought
to conceal.
The CIA has denied
this.
David W. Belin,
who was an assistant
counsel
to the Warren Commission
and later
executive
director
of the Rockefeller
commission's
probe
of the CIA, said that
if the Warren Commission
had known of Oswald‘s
conversations
and other

8

.

*.
_.

new information,
it
that
the assassination
conspiracy.

would have .been
was not part

less sure
of a foreign

Sen. Richard
S. Schweiker
(R-Pa.),
who led
the Senate
intelligence
committee's
probe of the
assassination,
said that
investigation
would have
taken
on an "entirely
different
direction
and perspective"
if the committee
had been aware of
Oswald's
conversations.

. . _. _
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In interviews
with The Post,
Belin,
who documented
the CIA plots
against
Castro
in his capacity
as executive
director
of the Rockefeller
commission,
revealed
the CIA also did not tell
the Warren Commission
of a report
from an alleged
witness
to a
meeting
in Mexico
City between Oswald and Cuban intelligence
agents.

..
..

COMMENT:
Is BELIN referring
to Gilbert0
ALVARADO
Urgate?
If so, information
regarding
OSWALD provided
by ALVARADO
was passed to the Warren Commission
as attachments
to a memorandum
for J. Lee RANKIN,
dated
1 June 1964, from Richard
HELMS, Deputy
Director
for Plans.
(See also Memorandum
for J. Lee RANKIN, dated 4 June
1964,
from Richard
HELMS; subject:
Information
Developed on the
Activity
of Lee Harvey
OSWALD in Mexico
City.
This memorandum
became Commission
Exhibit
No. 3152 contained
in Volume XXVI of
tiarren Commission
report.)
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Belin
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of its knowledge
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Cubans and Russians.
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new information,
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less sure
of a foreign

Sen. Richard
S. Schweiker
(R-Pa.),
who led
the Senate
intelligence
committee's
probe of the
assassination,
said that
investigation
would have
taken
on an "entirely
different
direction
and perspective"
if the committee
had been aware of
Oswald's
conversations.
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In interviews
with The Post,
Belin,
who documented
the CIA plots
against
Castro
in his capacity
as executive
director
of the Rockefeller
commission,
revealed
the CIA also did not tell
the Warren Commission
of a report
from an alleged
witness
to a
meeting
in Mexico
City between Oswald and Cuban intelligence
agents.

..
..

COMMENT:
Is BELIN referring
to Gil berto ALVARADO
Urgate?
If so, information
regarding
OSWALD provided
by ALVARADO
was passed to the Warren
Commission
as attachments
to a memorandum
for J. Lee RANKIN,
dated
1 June 1964, from Richard
HELMS, Deputy
Director
for Plans.
(See also Memorandum
for J. Lee RANKIN,
dated 4 June
1964,
from Richard
HELMS; subject:
Information
Developed on the
Activity
of Lee Harvey
OSWA,LD in Mexico
City.
This memorandum

became Commission Exhibit
Harren Commission
report.)
190
of

Belin
called
its knowledge

No. 3152 contained
on the CIA to make
of Oswald and his

Cubans and Russians.
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‘:, ‘Oswaldhad mentioned his. name in
;.the conversations.
They also said Oswald was olfering
The House Select Committee on
+Qormati.on to the Soviets and reAssassinations last night subpoenaed
:
retired Central Intelligence Agency 1.questing 8 free trip to Russia.
officer David A. Phillips to question . Since $he CIA c!aimsthat the tapes
of Oswald’s calls’ were destroyed
him about a telephone call made by
Lee Harvey Oswald to the Soviet em- , -about a.week after the conversations
took place, few individuals have perbassy in Mexico City eight .weeks before President Kennedy’s assassina-*sonal knowledge of what wassaid.
tion.
. - -.-.The CIA has declined to comment.
A committee source said Phillips,
.’ ‘.-In addition to obtaining Phillips’
‘testimony, a House assassinationcomwho heads the Association of Retied
Intelligence Officers, which is a lead- . ’ mittee source said the panel intends
ing defender of. the CIA, was sub- :.:: to, $dentify and inferview the CI,A
poenaed to testify within a few days translator and typist, who were interbefore a closed sessionof the com- ,‘:vfe!ved by The Post,in ‘Mexico.
mittee’s unit investigating the Ken.
nedy assassination.
‘, Panes . Asked to Investigclte
Phillips was questioned informally
last .nlght by committee investigators Killing
of P&her
Leader
in the co’mmlttee’s offices. He may
._.
:
Un:tedPress
Internatlollal
testify as early as today, according
.’ The House SeIect Committee on AsI ’
to a source.
, ‘s&nations ‘yesterday was asked to
Richard A. Sprague, chief counsel investigate the 1969killing of Chicago
of the full committee, said yesterday
Black Panther Party leader Fred
.DAVXD A. PHILLIPS
that it has launched an investigation
Hampton on grounds he was set up by
of the &cumstancds surrounding’the
the. FBI through an informer and’ . . . CIA ex-officer subpoenaedto testify
;
telephone calI as reported in yester“murdered” in a-raid carried out by a
_
day’s editions of The Wa.shington special force of the Chicagopolice.
3lark Clark, another Black Panther
post.
Morton H. Halperin, a former staff
member killed in the raid on their
The Post story said that the CIA inmember of the National Security apartment.
, .
tercepted and tape-recorded Oswald’s Council. and now director of Projects
Chicago police, have said the raid
call to the Soviet embassyin late Sep- in conjunction with the American
was carried out to confiscate weapons
Civil Liberties Union, requested ac- held by the Panthers and that police
tember, 1963,but did not turn it over
tb the FBI, which has responsibility tion in a letter to Richard A. Sprague, fired their guns in responseto shots
chief counseland staff director of the from the apartment’s occupants.
for investigating possiblespies.It also
newly formed House pauel.
did not turn it over to the Warren
Halperin said that a resolution setCommission during its investigation
Halperln said FBI complicity was ting up the Housepanel to investigate
of the Kennedy assassination, The
established by documents and inforthe assassinationsof President KcnPost said.
mation that came to light during the
nedy and civil rights leader Dr. MarInstead, the CIA gave the FBI- a
$47.5million civil damagesuit against tin Luther King Jr. also authorized
brief report that did not m.ention OSfederal, state and local authorities
the committee to probe the deaths“of
wald’s offer of. information, but said now .underway in Chicagp. The suit
any others the select committee shall
only that Oswald had contacted the
was filed by relatives of Hampton and determine.“. _,
: ;
., .
Soviet embassy, The Post said. The I
_.
--.
CIA later provided the Warren Commission and the Senate intelligence
&mmittee;- which investigated the
Kennedy assassination earlier this
year;with transcripts of Oswald’s call
that omitted his offer of information
in.‘exchange for a trip to the:Soviet
Union. ; .
There is no evidence that.Oswald’s
offer of information wasaccepted by
the Soviets. Oswald later did refer in
a letter, first made public by the
Warren Commission, to ‘meetings:’
.in the Soviet embassy.
After the assassinationon Nov. 22,
1963,the CIA claimed that it was not
. aware of most of Oswald’s activities
in Mexico City before the assassination because Oswald had not men
tioned his name in this .and other
conversations with. the Soviet and
Cuban embassiesthere.
However, Phillips, who saw the CIA
’ transcripts of ‘Oswald’s, conversation!
before the assassination; the:. CIA
translator in charge of ‘preparing the
transcripts and the typist who pre
pared them each told The Post, thal(I
’
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